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Getty Holidays is in full swing, and whether you're spending them walking around town blocks or driving through suburban areas, a parade of light shows you'll see is one of the true highlights of the season. They also stir up age-old debate. Do you know which one: white lights or colored lights? The contest is about as old as the first
electric Christmas lights itself, and yet, it rages on. We asked designers Jeff Andrews, the Kardashians' go-to, and Tanya Nayak, who recently co-hosted the Great Christmas Light fight on ABC for their take. Each of them was the favourite - proving that there is no end to this debate in sight - and both had big reasons for siding as they do.
After all, who can argue with the true spirit of Christmas? Getty Images Team White Lights Interior Designer Jeff Andrews may have grown up with colorful lights on the tree, but these days the glitter of white lights during the holidays. I grew up with big, bulky multicolored lights. While there is nothing wrong with color, especially on
holidays, I really love the tiny sparkling lights on the tree or in the garland in the house . Here's why: They are the perfect starting point for a festive color palette. My favorite scheme is white lanterns with metal and glass decorations. Gold, silver, bronze and mercury glass are the perfect combination. Color can come from gifts - and from
the people! white lights add to the atmosphere. White lights add such a subtle glimpse and magical quality to the rest decorations. Colorful lights just seem to overpower a tree or room and take away from other festive items. They complement the decor. While adding a total glow to any room, white lights compliment any room decor and
even the people in it! Although I want my room to look amazing, I want to look good too. Getty Images Team Colored Lights We Grew Up with Classic C9 colorful bulbs, Boston-based interior designer Tanya Nayak says. I love them both, but I tend to lean more towards the colorful. Here's why: Colorful lights can inspire a playful palette.
When using colorful lights you can go from stylish - choosing one or two specific colors - to more playful and festive with the help of multiple colors. I am a woman who likes to have options. They are ideal for mood tuning. Lighting adds an atmosphere to any space. Around the holidays, it's a great way to set an energetic tone and vibe for
your family gatherings and parties. Now, with LED settings, you can customize your colorful lights to sparkle, dance and flicker. There are no rules for decorating with colorful lights. There are no drawbacks to any of the lighting options. It's all a matter of preference and you can't go wrong anyway. Have the best of both worlds and use
both. This one created and supported by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can be To find more information about this and similar content piano.io Light Blue is easy on your eyes and good for the spirit. A soothing, easy-to-love selection of paint for almost any style of interior, this pale
hue resembles blue skies, ocean waters, and happy days. Light blue paint can make the room feel airy, a small room appearing larger and a room with limited natural light to feel brighter. The most pale blues can be used in the same way that you will use any neutral color. Light blue is a light alternative to white walls or as a wall accent in
an all-white room because it blends perfectly with white to create a clean, calm look. If you want to create a more layered look, mix in deeper shades of blue (any shade will do). Light blue paint is a non-head meow of choice if you want to set the mood for a relaxing bathroom, uplifting laundry, or a tranquil bedroom, and it's versatile
enough to work in any room in the house. Check out 10 of our favorite light blue paint colors for inspiration. Health experts have long known that exposure to light helps regulate the body's internal clock. That's why people fall asleep when it's dark outside and start waking up when it lights up. Studies have shown that it can be more than
light affecting our circadian rhythms; it can be the color of this light that really matters. And this color is one that we see a lot, whether in the sky, from our various electronic devices or even from our light bulbs. We have known for some time that blue light can tinker with the inner clock of our body. A study published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences found that our light-emitting electronic readers disrupt our sleep by suppressing the production of melatonin in our bodies and increasing the feeling of wakefulness. This study had people read with iPads or from regular books and found that those who read with iPads had a harder time falling asleep and
less quick sleep when they finally fell asleep. Another study, published in the journal PLOS Biology, looked at how mice were affected by the color of light they were exposed to. Specifically, the researchers wanted to know whether the color of light affects the suprachiasmatic nucleus, the part of the brain that helps vertebrates regulate
time using electrical and chemical signals. So instead of simply checking how mice slept when exposed to certain types of light, the researchers also tested their body and brain responses. To test this, researchers at the University of Manchester exposed mice to different colours and light intensity when measuring nerve signals in Using
artificial skies, the mice were tested at a variety of light intensity, from bright light to total darkness. And they were also tested when they were exposed to flowers of light, such as cloves and oranges, which could be seen during sunrise and Blue light from electronic devices can interfere with your natural sleep patterns. (Photo:
Sinaitis/Shutterstock) Researchers found that when mice were exposed to light as well as different colors of light, they behaved perfectly normally. But when they were exposed to light that went from bright to dark without color signals, their suprachiasmatic nerve signals lagged by about 30 minutes. Other physiological changes - such as
falling body temperature - which may indicate that mice were ready to sleep, also lagged by 30 minutes without the impact of flowers. So what does all this mean for people? It's possible that it doesn't mean anything. But other sleep studies that looked at changes in suprachiasmatic noted a strong correlation between reactions in mice
and in humans. And if people suffer from color - and not just intensity - light, it can help health professionals create better treatment options for those suffering from sleep disorders, even minor ones such as jet lag. Interestingly, a more recent study - also conducted by University of Manchester researchers - suggests that blue light may not
be as disruptive to sleep as originally thought. The study, which was published in Current Biology, found that blue light had a weaker effect on mice's body clocks than equally bright yellow lights. For the study, the researchers adjusted the color without altering the brightness. The findings suggest that using dim, cool light in the evening
and bright, warm lights during the day may be better for your health. We show the general consensus that blue light has the strongest effect on the watch is erroneous, study author Tim Browne said in a statement. In fact, the blue colors that are associated with twilight have a weaker effect than white or yellow light equivalent to
brightness. But these findings are relatively controversial compared to most studies on blue light. A Harvard-made summary of the effects of blue light on sleep heightens concerns about blue lights like melatonin suppressor, citing two different studies on blue light, including one that exposed people to 6.5 hours of blue light and 6.5 hours
of green light. The first suppressed the production of melatonin twice as much as the second. The summary also highlighted the potential for our sleep cycles associated with LED light bulbs, many of which may emit more blue light than lamps in the past. Want to read before you go to bed? Skip the tablet and grab a physical book.
(Photo: Y Photo Studio/Shutterstock) There are ways to counteract the effects of blue light, although not all of them can be attractive. At the most basic level, simply reducing the impact of blue light before bedtime should help. Harvard mentions that avoiding looking at bright screens two to three hours before bed can make a difference, so
that means that Your phone, tablet and TV time before you hit the bag. If that didn't work, a study published in the Journal of Adolescent Health found that when young people (under 20) wore orange glasses at night looking at screens, they felt more sleepy than those who wore nothing or their regular, clear lens glasses. Harvard's resume
reinforces this, recommend wearing blue blocking glasses if you work the night shift or you often need to use electronics at night. Of course, orange tinted glasses may not be conducive to your lifestyle or your personal aesthetic, even if it means better night sleep. Ultimately, screens that don't use as much blue light may be the best way
to sleep better. A small study published in Sleep, conducted by some of the same researchers at the University of Manchester mentioned earlier, describes the benefits of a screen that allows the user to control the amount of cyan in the image. Is cyanide making you sleepy or more awake?. (Photo: Noel Kirkpatrick / MNN) The ordinary
display uses red, green and blue colors to create the colors that we see on displays. The researchers added cyan to the mix to create a melanopic display. When they lowered the amount, they became drowsy. Adding cyan even seemed to improve the overall image quality. The researchers also measured the amount of melatonin in
participants' saliva, and they found higher concentrations when cyan was in a lower setting. This result is exciting because it tells us that regulating the effects of blue light can affect how sleepy we feel, the study's lead author, Rob Lucas, said in a statement. Our research also shows how we can use this knowledge to improve the design
of visual displays. We built our melanopic display by adapting the data projector, but we expect this design to be applied to any type of display. If only we had this sleepy smartphone screen now. Nwo. color and light james gurney. color and light james gurney pdf. color and light lyrics. color and light sally rooney. color and light sunday in
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